
Proactive leadership that runs independently of GRiZ operations and tour dates. 
Smooth operations of The Liberators booths for Season Two Ride Waves Tour
Organize street team to promote Season Two Ride Waves Tour
Increase number of service projects and member participation
Raise more money for partner non-profit, Seven Mile
Scalable organizational structure for nationwide footprint 
Track impact and activity with metrics to win corporate donors 

Grant Kwiecinski (GRiZ) started his volunteer service organization, The LIBERATORS,
nine years ago when he launched the GRiZ music project as a space for his superfans
to spread his message of "Show Love, Spread Love." Over the last few years, Grant
and his brand have evolved when he came out as gay, went on a year-long social
media hiatus, and came back with music that is transcending the electronic genre. Over
these years, The LIBERATORS  program experienced stagnancy, high leadership
turnover, and was in need of revival even as the GRiZ project thrived.
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How group (hugs:) revived the

GRiZ Liberators program and

more than tripled the amount

of money raised and service

projects in 6 months.

GRIZ'S OBJECTIVES



Our Work

Group (hugs:) began work on The LIBERATORS in July 2019 ahead of the Ride
Waves Album nationwide tour, including 2 nights at Red Rocks Amphitheater, 25
shows in 23 cities, and a 12-day GRiZMAS Charity Series.  We started with a deep
dive into the current organizational structure and made high-impact changes
starting with membership and mission of the organization. We successfully rolled
GRiZ street team into the Liberators program, staffed all street team, and all
Liberators volunteer positions on tour, all the while raising a record amount of
money for our charity. Additionally, we ran a Special Project ticket contest within the
Liberators program to push more ticket sales while rewarding the Liberator members
for hitting milestones. We also launched a self-sustainable funding program to
power Liberator projects and initiatives. 
 

 

WHY GRIZ CHOSE GROUP (HUGS:)
GRiZ selected group (hugs:) through a referral from the LSDREAM team at Red Light
Management. Our leadership experience, skill in discerning the core value of the
collective, and rapid actions for high-impact changes aligned us with team GRiZ's
objectives. Together, we've led a full-on revival of The LIBERATORS program. 

WHAT WE ACCOMPLISHED IN 6 MONTHS

WHY WE ARE SUCCESSFUL
Our magic is in our genuinely engaged leadership, appropriate communication, and a
deep understanding of the brand and the members' motivations.  In our first month
ahead of the strategy build, we talked with each leader within the Liberators program
for a full understanding of the organization. Also in month one, we traveled to work
the events, met the team, and analyzed where improvements could be made in
reflection of the goals and mission. Over the last few months, we created and
implemented effective systems to successfully increase participation and the number
of self-lead projects throughout the year. Our custom strategy embodied GRiZ's music,
his brand, and his message into the mantra, the mission, and the motivation behind
every action.
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MILESTONE ACHIEVEMENTS 
Created a financially self-sustainable organization through group merchandise
Created structure in the program with a new application system & new
requirements to be an active Liberator.
Created the first mission statement and group manifesto, as well as new logo.
Selected new regional leaders with an in-depth interview process to create an
active nation-wide presence.
New communication methods with Slack, Facebook Group, and frequent video
messages with Liberators and Regional Leaders.
Genuine presence and leadership, brand image, and structure.
Launched the first ever nationwide Liberator activations (Super Service Week,
Gratitude Week)
Raised $13,000+ in 6 months - $2,000 in Liberators organized fundraisers.
Liberators activity tripled versus previous 6 months. 

Gave out over 265 sandwiches and meals
Collected over 200 canned foods for the hungry
Collected over 55 trash bags full of clothing for those in need
Collected over 110 coats for the homeless
Picked up 225 bags of trash in their local communities

 

Our Work
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